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Fixing Us (Part 2) 
Pastor Willie George  |  February 8-9, 2014 

“Is This the Hill You Want to Die On?” 
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Please note: These message notes have been transcribed from the speaker’s outline, so they may vary 

slightly from the final version that was preached live. The content highlighted in red denotes slides that 

were displayed on our onstage TV. Check out http://vimeo.com/cotm to watch recent full-length 

services or subscribe to our iTunes podcast to listen to recent messages. 
!
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Introduction 
!
In July 1863, the Confederate army launched a bold offensive into northern territory which 
resulted in the Battle of Gettysburg. This battle ultimately decided the outcome of the Civil 
War. 
!
On July 3, Confederate General Robert E. Lee ordered General George Pickett to lead his 
division of 6,000 men across a stretch of open ground for 3/4 mile to capture a heavily-
fortified, wooded hill held by the Union Army. Pickett’s line of attackers stretched 1.5 miles 
across. 
!
On the day before, Lee’s close advisor, General James Longstreet, warned, “I have been a 
soldier all of my life. No 15,000 men who ever lived could take that position.” But Lee did not 
take Longstreet’s advice. 
!
From their advantageous positions in the hills and trees above, the Union Army poured 
cannon fire and musket balls into the Confederate soldiers who boldly advanced toward 
them. 
!
In spite of their incredible bravery, the Confederates were slaughtered. More than half of 
Pickett’s men were killed, wounded, or captured. All of the 15 regimental commanders were 
gone. 
!
After the battle, Pickett rode to rejoin General Lee, who told him, “Place your division in the 
rear of this hill and be ready to repel the advance of the enemy should they follow up their 
advantage.” In tears, Pickett replied, “General Lee, I have no division.” 
!
Later, Robert E. Lee would admit to General James Longstreet who had warned him against 
this foolhardy quest, “It’s all my fault. I thought my men were invincible.” Lee thought he was 
invincible because he thought he was right. 
!
I.  It is only human to defend one’s self when we are attacked, insulted, or 
treated with disrespect. 
!
A.   Our responses vary based on our temperaments and the strength of the opponents we 
face. (Example: The same guy who makes obscene gestures at a little old lady driving 20 mph 
below the speed limit wouldn’t do the same thing against a group of bikers!) 
!

1. Some of us are quick-witted and sharp-tongued and get what we want with verbal 
arguments. 

2. Unfortunately, some settle their frustrations with actual physical violence or verbal 
threats of it. 

3. Some have learned to bully by continually threatening to sue. 
4. Still others, reluctant to engage in direct confrontation, learn to murmur, criticize, and 

complain when not in the presence of their opponent. 
5. And some are completely downtrodden, hopelessly whipped into a cowering 

submission, no longer resembling the persons they once were. 
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B.   The Bible doesn’t teach us to avoid all conflict – no matter what the issue… 
!

Romans 12:18 (NIV) 
If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. 

!
…but it does tell us to be selective in our fights! 

!
1 Timothy 6:12 (NIV) 
Fight the good fight of faith… 

!
C.  We believe that scripture does allow us to divorce with God’s blessing in three scenarios: 
!

1. You or your children have been physically and psychologically abused. 
2. Your spouse is committing adultery. 
3. Your spouse has repeatedly abandoned the home and willfully neglects to provide. 

!
Abuse 
Adultery 
Abandonment 

!
II.  In marriage, there is a dangerous attitude that has a magnetic pull toward 
conflict. 
!
A.   The very same pull drew brave and honorable men into opposite sides in the Civil War. 
!

1. Sadly, the people on both sides entered the war believing that it would not be that 
bloody and that their respective army would win the war in a matter of weeks! 

2. General Lee himself said, “I thought my men were invincible.” 
3. He thought he was invincible because he thought he was right. 

!
The Magnetic Pull 
I have to fight because I’m right! 
!
B.   Most people rush in to conflict simply because they believe they are right. 
!

1. Unfortunately, they do not consider the toll that incessant fighting will take on them and 
their homes. 

2. There are plenty of things that are worth fighting for but to fight just because you’re 
right may be a very foolish decision… especially in your marriage! 

!
C.   Consider the many things that were not right that were done to our Lord Jesus: 
!

1. The testimony of the witnesses against him did not agree with each other. 
2. They lied about what He actually said “I am able to destroy the Temple of God, and 

build it in three days.” Instead of “Destroy ye…” 
3. They conducted his trial at night. 
4. Pilot himself confessed that Christ was innocent. 
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5. Herod himself said that there was nothing worthy of death in Him. 
6. His disciples forsook Him. 
7. They crucified Him with common criminals in the location where common criminals 

were executed. 
!
D.   In spite of all the things done to Him, Christ did not fight because He was right! 
!
1. Had Christ called out to God to stop the crucifixion, we would all be dead in our sins! 
2. He did not fight because he wanted to win! 

!
Remember when I said at the first of this message. “It is only human to defend one’s self when 
we are attacked… insulted… or treated with disrespect?” IT IS ONLY HUMAN. 
!
III.  If we fight because we are right, we will always fight the wrong battles! 
!
A.   The wrong battle is the battle you can’t win. 
!

1 Timothy 6:12 (NIV) 
Fight the good fight of faith… 
!
1. The good fight is a fight that you can win! 
2. You can win the battle but lose the world! 

!
• Example: Remember the couple in last week’s opening video. He chided his wife 

for spending money they did not have. 
• Example: When Deleva and I first married, she spent about $200 to decorate our 

home that I knew nothing about until our money ran short. I understand now why 
she did it. 

!
B.   If you lose faith in your spouse, you will lose the war! 
!

1. You may be right on in your criticism of his/her actions, but don’t let your attacks go to 
your spouse’s character. (Example: “You think everybody’s made out of money.” “Your 
family doesn’t know what it’s like to be poor”, etc.) 

2. Never let your complaint grow into contempt. -John Gottman (Example: “You will 
always be this way and I despise you for it.”) 
!
Sarcasm 
Name-calling 
Eye-rolling 
Sneering 
Mockery 
Hostile humor 

!
C.   Turn to each other – not away from each other. (This is the mark of a good fight) 
!
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“Many people think that the secret of reconnecting with their partner is a candlelit dinner 
or a by-the-sea vacation. But the real secret is to turn toward each other in little ways every 
day.” -John Gottman, The Seven Principles for Making Marriages Work 
!
1. When your partner bids for your attention, don’t turn it away. (Example: “I had the worst 

nightmare last night…” “I’m in a big hurry now but tell me about it now so we can talk 
about it tonight…”) 

2. When arguments don’t seem to be getting you anywhere, learn to make a genuine 
repair attempt. 

!
• Example: In last week’s video, the husband could be heard offering a very 

insincere “I’m sorry.” What if he had said, “Honey, I’m sorry.”? 
• Example: Nathaniel wants a jeep. Olivia wants a minivan. The longer they argue, 

the louder it gets. Finally, when it appears that neither spouse will give an inch, 
Olivia puts her hands on her hips in imitation of their 4-year-old son and sticks out 
her tongue. Seeing it coming, Nathaniel acts first and sticks out his tongue first! 

!
Closing 
!
There is a story in the Bible about a man named Sheba who orchestrated a rebellion against 
King David. He and his followers finally fled to the city in northern Israel that was known for its 
wisdom. Finally, David’s general, Joab, came to the city and built a siege ramp to the walls. 
Within hours, he and his men would be in the city, exacting vengeance for harboring the man 
who would overthrow the king. The wall was already weakening when a woman’s voice called 
out from above. 
!
1 Kings 20:17-21 (NIV) 
!
• Someone wise in the city of Able asked the question: “Is this the hill we want to die on?” 
• Had Joab come to attack the city for plunder or spoil, there would have been a fight… 
• But Sheba had no stake there. He was not of their city and was only using them for cover. 
• Do you have to fight every time you think you’re right?
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